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INTRODUCTION

This bibliography was compiled from the Vocational Education Clearinghouse document publications of Abstracts of Instructional Material (AIM). All nine indexes from Fall, 1967, to Fall, 1969, were used. AIM is a quarterly publication of the Vocational and Technical Education Clearinghouse for the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC). The AIM indexes list abstracts of documents relating to instructional material only. A companion publication, Abstracts of Research and Related Material (ARM), lists all abstracts of research oriented material in Vocational Education.

Information provided in this bibliography is given in numerical order according to the VT Clearinghouse accession number. Some documents also list an ED number which is an Education Document accession number. These documents are found in the ERIC Research In Education (RIE) collection which is the entire collection of ERIC documents from all 19 clearinghouses. All such documents should be ordered by ED number rather than by VT number from the ERIC center at UND. All other documents can be requested from either the State Department of Vocational Education, Bismarck, or ERIC Center, UND.

All documents listed in this bibliography that are available in the VT-ERIC collection are provided on microfiche from only. Microfiche are 4 x 6 film cards which require a special reader for enlargement of the print for reading.
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

All documents in this bibliography that list a Vocational-Technical accession number only (VT) are located in a VT-ERIC microfiche collection. To request any document, the VT number must be provided along with the quarterly index in which the document is abstracted. All this information is provided for users in this bibliography. Materials cannot be located by title.

Individual documents may be ordered from the National Cash Register Company, Bethesda, Maryland 20014, if desired. These documents can be purchased in either microfiche form (MF) or hardcopy (HC). The price is 25¢ per microfiche or 5¢ a page in reproduced form.

Most people would prefer to make use of the microfiche from locations within the state rather than by purchasing the material. There are two collections in North Dakota; at the State Vocational Education Department in Bismarck, and at the ERIC Center, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks. Inquiries should be sent to either of these locations. To request a document, the VT number and the issue and date of the AIM index must be given. (Example: VT 000 552, AIM Fall 1968.)
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION

VT 000 090  CURRICULUM GUIDE FOR HOME ECONOMICS  Niedenthal, Joyce; and others. Broward County Board of Public Instruction; Box 8369; Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33310. ($3.00). Broward County; Board of Public Instruction; Fort Lauderdale, Florida; Department of Secondary Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. September, 1965. 271 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 000 104  POSSIBLE COURSE OFFERINGS IN OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION  Tennessee State Department of Education; Nashville, Tennessee; Division of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. April, 1965. 13 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 000 122  CURRICULUM GUIDE FOR HOME ECONOMICS GRADES 7 - 12  Roanoke City Public Schools; Roanoke, Virginia. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 132 pages. AIM Fall 1968.


VT 000 348  A GUIDE FOR TEACHING PERSONAL AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS, A BOOK OF TEACHING PLANS  Pieretti, Genevieve. Nevada State Department of Education; Carson City, Nevada; Vocational, Technical and Adult Education. EDRS MF-$0.75 HC-$7.45. July, 1963. 147 pages. AIM Fall 1968.


VT 000 404  CLOTHING SERVICE TRAINING, A BASIC GUIDE. North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction; Raleigh, N.C.; Home Economics Section. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. August, 1965. 47 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 000 405  BASIC GUIDE FOR HOUSEKEEPING AIDE TRAINING  North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction; Raleigh, N.D.; Home Economics Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. February, 1966. 71 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 000 463  REVISED PERSONAL AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS CURRICULUM GUIDE, GRADES 7 - 12; HOMEMAKING CURRICULUM MATERIALS  Reigel, Margaret; and others. Developed by Maine Home Economics Teachers; Maine State Department of Education; Augusta, Maine; Bureau of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 272 pages. AIM Spring 1969.
VT 000 485  HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION FOR HOMEMAKERS, 1965-1966  Florida State Department of Education; Tallahassee, Florida; Home Economics Service.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1965.  32 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 000 806  ED 021 952  RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS TO USE AS A GUIDE IN DEVELOPING LOCAL PROGRAMS IN HOMEMAKING AND FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION.  Michigan State Department of Public Instruction; Lansing, Michigan.  EDRS MF-$0.50 HC-$3.95.  77 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 000 826  CURRICULUM OUTLINE FOR GRADES 7 THRU 12, HOMEMAKING  Nebraska State Department of Education; Lincoln, Nebraska; Division of Vocational Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  August, 1966.  9 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 000 834  PERSONAL AND FAMILY DEVELOPMENT, A PROFILE FOR TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS  Arizona State Department of Vocational Education; Phoenix, Arizona.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1964.  21 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.


VT 000 862  TRAINING PROGRAM FOR CHILD CARE AIDES, SUGGESTED GUIDE  Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Department of Home Economics.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1965.  72 pages.  AIM Spring 1969.

VT 000 863  TRAINING PROGRAM FOR CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION AIDES, SUGGESTED GUIDE  Kentucky University; Lexington; Department of Home Economics.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1965.  48 pages.  AIM Spring 1969.

VT 000 864  HOME & FAMILY LIVING FOR SENIORS, SUGGESTIVE UNITS FOR A MIXED CLASS OF SENIOR GIRLS AND BOYS.  Hammonds, Carsie, ed.  Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Department of Home Economics Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  August, 1963.  138 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.


VT 001 203  SPICE UP YOUR TEACHING WITH VARIETY.  Kelsoy, Evangeline.  Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  August, 1964.  72 pages.  AIM, Summer 1968.
VT 001 285  HOMEMAKING EDUCATION IN OREGON SECONDARY SCHOOLS  Home Economics Education; State Department of Education; Public Service Building; Salem, Oregon 97310. ($2.90). Oregon State Department of Education; Salem, Oregon. Oregon State Superintendent of Public Instruction; Salem, Oregon. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 237 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 001 295  OUTLINE FOR OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS COURSE IN FLORAL DESIGNING  Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Home Economics Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 35 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 296  OUTLINE FOR OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS COURSE IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT OCCUPATIONS  Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Home Economics Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 44 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 297  ED 016 772  REVISED OUTLINE FOR THE PREPARATORY COURSE IN OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING, TEXTILES, AND HOME FURNISHINGS SERVICES  Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Home Economics Service. EDRS MF-$0.25 HC-$1.35. 1965. 14 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 298  ED 016 773  OUTLINE FOR THE PREPARATION COURSE IN OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS IN THE FIELD OF FOOD SERVICES (PREPARATION AND MANAGEMENT)  Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Home Economics Service. EDRS MF-$0.25 HC-$1.15. 1966. 25 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 299  ED 016 774  OUTLINE FOR OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS COURSE IN COMMERCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FOOD PREPARATION  Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Home Economics Service. EDRS MF-$0.25 HC-$2.60. 1965. 50 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 300  OUTLINE FOR OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS COURSE IN SERVING FOOD COMMERCIALY  Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Home Economics Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 26 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 301  ED 016 775  OUTLINE FOR OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS COURSE IN COMMERCIAL SEWING AND ALTERATIONS  Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Home Economics Services. EDRS $0.25 HC-$1.70. 1966. 26 pages. AIM Spring 1968.


VT 001 535  CONCEPTS AND DIRECTIONS. A SERIES OF BASIC BULLETINS IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION  Corbett, Helen A. Seattle Public Schools; 815 Fourth Avenue North; Seattle, Washington 98109. ($3.75). MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 88 pages. AIM Fall 1969.
VT 001 635  ED 019 400  GUIDELINES FOR EXTENDED CLASS LEARNINGS  Washington State Board for Vocational Education; Olympia, Washington; Home and Family Life Division.  EDRS $0.25 HC-$2.50.  48 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 001 662  ED 016 777  A HANDBOOK OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS  Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Home Economics Service.  ECRS MF-$0.25 HC-$2.05.  1966.  39 pages.  AIM Spring 1968.


VT 001 793  TENTATIVE GUIDES FOR GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS IN VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS IN CHILD CARE SERVICES, CLOTHING SERVICES, FOOD SERVICES. PART B.  Oklahoma State University; Stillwater, Oklahoma.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1965.  150 pages.  AIM Spring 1969.


VT 002 003  TEACHER EDUCATION RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR HOME ECONOMICS, PROGRESS REPORT. WORKING MATERIALS FOR CONTINUED STUDY. TEACHER EDUCATION LEADERSHIP GUIDE, NO. 1  Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Box 911; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17126.  ($1.06).  EDRS HF-$0.50 HC-$6.25.  July, 1966.  123 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.

VT 002 020  PREPARING FOR EMPLOYMENT IN CHILD CARE SERVICES IN PENNSYLVANIA SCHOOLS  Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1966.  63 pages.  AIM Summer 1968.


VT 002 381  HOME ECONOMICS EVALUATION DEVICES IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL Denver Public Schools; Department of Business; Room 118; 414 Fourteenth Street; Denver, Colorado 80202. ($5.00) MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1963. 145 pages. AIM Fall 1969.


VT 002 567  BASIC GUIDE FOR FOOD SERVICE TRAINING North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction; Raleigh, North Carolina; Home Economics Section. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. July, 1965. 75 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 002 781 OUR FIRST FOODS BOOK Pieslak, Mary Margaret. Vocational Technical Curriculum Laboratory; Rutgers University; 10 Seminary Place; New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. ($1.50). New Jersey State Department of Education; Trenton, New Jersey; Vocational Division. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. July, 1960. 211 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 002 790 ED 016 793 HOMEMAKING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, A RESOURCE GUIDE FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS Stickler, Suzanne. Vocational Technical Curriculum Laboratory; Rutgers University; 10 Seminary Place; New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. ($3.00). Rutgers State University; New Brunswick, New Jersey; Curriculum Laboratory. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. November, 1964. 322 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 002 807 THE GENERALIZATION APPROACH TO A UNIT IN HOUSING Denver Public Schools; R 307; 414 Fourteenth Street; Denver, Colorado 80202. (No charge). Denver Public Schools; Department of General Curriculum Services; Denver Colorado. National Committee for Education in Family Finance; New York, New York. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1963. 74 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 002 809 THE GENERALIZATION APPROACH TO FAMILY ECONOMICS IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL HOME ECONOMICS CURRICULUM Gower, Elinor S. Denver Public Schools; Room 307; 414 Fourteenth Street; Denver, Colorado 80202. ($1.50). Denver Public Schools; Department of General Curriculum Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 94 pages. AIM Spring 1969.


VT 003 037 JUNIOR HOME ECONOMICS FOR GRADES SEVEN AND EIGHT, A TENTATIVE CURRICULUM GUIDE. Jefferson County Board of Education; 3332 Newburg Road; Box 18325; Louisville, Kentucky 40218. ($2.00) Jefferson County Public Schools; Louisville, Kentucky; Department of Supervision and Curriculum Development. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 114 pages. AIM Spring 1969.


VT 003 162 GUIDE FOR COURSE OF STUDY FOR WAITER, WAITRESS, INFORMAL, WAITER, WAITRESS, COUNTER ATTENDANT, FOOD SERVICE WORKER McDonough, Frances S. Vocational Curriculum Laboratory; Box 114; Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130. ($1.50). Tennessee State Department of Education; Nashville, Tennessee. EDRS MF-$0.50 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1967. 65 pages. AIM Winter 1967.
VT 003 167  ED 013 952  GUIDE FOR COURSE OF STUDY FOR COOK (HOTEL AND
RESTAURANT) (ENTRY) Gunn, Virlah. Vocational Curriculum Laboratory; Box 114; Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130. ($2.00).
Tennessee State Department of Education; Nashville, Tennessee. EDRS MF-$0.75 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1967. 129 pages.
AIM Spring 1967.

VT 003 225  SENIOR HOME ECONOMICS B12-A12, AN INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE PUBLI-
CATION NO. SC. 628 Los Angeles City Schools; Los Angeles, Calif.;

VT 003  274  A GUIDE TO PROGRAM PLANNING FOR HOME ECONOMICS IN SECONDARY
SCHOOLS IN MINNESOTA. CURRICULUM BULLETIN NO. 12 Document
Section; State Department of Education; Room 140, Centennial Office
Building; 658 Cedar Street; St. Paul, Minnesota 55101. ($1.45).
Minnesota State Department of Education; St. Paul, Minnesota. MF
AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 38 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 003 398  ED 010 321  PROGRAM PLANNING FOR HOME ECONOMICS IN SECONDARY
SCHOOLS IN MINNESOTA, GRADES 7-12, A RESOURCE UNIT IN FOODS AND
NUTRITION. CURRICULUM BULLETIN NO. 12A. Minnesota State Depart-
ment of Education; St. Paul, Minnesota. EDRS MF-$0.75 HC-$8.40.
1966. 166 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 003 429  FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT FOR SECONDARY
SCHOOLS AND ADULT EDUCATION  Idaho State Board for Vocational
Education; Boise, Idaho; Home Economics Education Division. MF

VT 003 521  TENTATIVE HOMEMAKING GUIDE, SECTION VIII, FAMILY FOODS,
JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS  Oakland Public Schools; Oakland,
California. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 118 pages.
AIM Fall 1969.

VT 003 534  GUIDELINES FOR HOME EXPERIENCES Alaska State Department
of Education; Juneau, Alaska; Division of Vocational Education.
MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 57 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 003 535  GUIDELINES FOR HOME ECONOMICS IN ALASKA  Walsh, Ann, ed.
Alaska State Department of Education; Juneau, Alaska; Division
of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966.
162 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 003 750  ED 019 469  GUIDE FOR TRAINING SCHOOL LUNCH PERSONNEL
New York State Education Department; Albany School Lunch Supervision
Section. EDRS MF-$0.50 HC-$5.55. 1965. 109 pages. AIM
Fall 1968.

VT 004 126  MANAGING MULTIPLE ROLES IN HOMEMAKING  Belizer, Leota; and
others. Ohio Home Economics Association. MF AVAILABLE IN VT
VT 004 206  ED 021 986  TEACHING-LEARNING UNITS IN FOOD AND NUTRITION

VT 004 207  ED 021 986  TEACHING-LEARNING UNITS IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Arizona Association, FHA; 412 State Building; Phoenix, Arizona 58007. ($4.00). Arizona State Department of Vocational Education; Phoenix, Arizona. Arizona Association of Future Homemakers of America; Phoenix, Arizona. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.

VT 004 208  ED 021 053  TEACHING-LEARNING UNITS IN CLOTHING AND TEXTILES
Arizona Association, FHA; 412 State Building; Phoenix, Arizona 58007. ($4.00). Arizona State Department of Vocational Education; Phoenix, Arizona. Arizona Association of Future Homemakers of America; Phoenix, Arizona. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.

VT 004 308  CURRICULUM GUIDE FOR FOOD SERVICE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM IN PENNSYLVANIA
Eiffer, Ann G.; and others. Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 50 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 004 345  ED 021 054  A GUIDE FOR TEACHING CHILD DEVELOPMENT. BOOK OF TEACHING PLANS

VT 004 413  FAMILY FINANCE, A GUIDE FOR TEACHERS OF HOME ECONOMICS

VT 004 654  ED 017 715  CHILD CARE AND GUIDANCE, A SUGGESTED POST HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM

VT 004 749  TEACHERS GUIDE TO FINANCIAL EDUCATION

VT 004 808  USEFUL AND GAINFUL HOMEMAKING FOR SECONDARY, ADULT AND AREA VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS.

VT 004 959  INNOVATION IN HOME ECONOMICS Department of Home Economics; National Education Association; 1201 16th Street Northwest; Washington, D.C. 20036. ($1.00). National Education Association; Washington, D.C.; Department of Home Economics. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1967. 35 pages. AIM Fall 1968.


VT 005 040  HOSPITALITY, A COURSE DESIGNED FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TRAINED IN A MULTIPLICITY OF OCCUPATIONAL SERVICE SKILLS RELATING TO THE "FOOD AND LODGING" INDUSTRY Alteire, Nicholas L. New Jersey State Department of Education; Trenton, New Jersey; Division of Vocational Education. Rutgers, The State University; New Brunswick; New Jersey. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. April, 1968. 82 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 005 234  TENTATIVE WORK MATERIAL FOR OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAMS South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina; Home Economics Section. South Carolina Vocational Education RCU; Clemson, South Carolina. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. December, 1967. 283 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 005 290  GUIDELINES FOR HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION IN WYOMING JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS. CURRICULUM BULLETIN NO.1 Gillespie, Myrtle; and others. Wyoming State Department of Education; Cheyenne, Wyoming; Vocational and Technical Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 45 pages. AIM Fall 1968.


VT 005 602  CONSUMER COLOR CHARTS, SECOND EDITION, TEXT AND CHARTS  Quinn, Frances Reis; and others.  Munsell Color Company, Incorporated; 2441 North Calvert Street; Baltimore, Maryland 21218.  ($2.00 each in lots of 50).  DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.  1967.  18 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.

VT 005 618  ED 023 831  GUIDELINES FOR TEACHING CHILD DEVELOPMENT IN JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL.  BULLETIN NO.33  Washington State Division of Vocational Education; Olympia, Washington; Home and Family Life Section.  EDRS MF-$0.50 HC-$6.20.  1968.  122 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 005 621  FEMININE FINANCE  National Education Association; Washington, D.C.; Department of Home Economics.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1965.  23 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 005 649  ED 022 044  CONSUMER EDUCATION, MATERIALS FOR ELECTIVE COURSE  Bregman, Hanry; and others.  Publication Distribution Unit; State Education Department; Room 169 Education Building; Albany, New York 12224.  ($1.00).  New York State Education Department; Albany, New York; Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development.  EDRS MF-$1.00 HC-$11.75.  1967.  233 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.

VT 005 765  HOME ECONOMICS CURRICULUM GUIDE, GRADES 8-12  Norton, Virginia; and others.  Panama Canal Division of Schools; U.S. Schools.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1965.  27 pages.  AIM Spring 1969.
VT 005 967  ED 029 945  PROGRAM PLANNING FOR HOME ECONOMICS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF MINNESOTA, GRADERS 7-12. RESOURCE UNITS IN FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT. CURRICULUM BULLETIN NO.12B Documents Section; State Department of Education; Room 140 Centennial Building; St. Paul, Minnesota 55101. ($4.00). Minnesota State Department of Education; St. Paul, Minnesota. 1967. 189 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 006 234  BASIC FOODS, CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL, GRADES 9 AND 10. CURRICULUM BULLETIN NO.255 Cincinnati Public Schools; 230 East 9th Street; Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. ($3.00). Cincinnati Public Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1962. 122 pages. AIM Winter 1968.


VT 006 432  TRAINING YOURSELF FOR FOOD SERVICE Restaurant-Hotel Aides, Incorporated; 1409 Willow Street; Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401. ($3.00). Restaurant-Hotel Aids, Incorporated; Minneapolis, Minn. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1965. 55 pages. AIM Fall 1969.


VT 006 660  SUPPLEMENT TO ADVANCED HOMEMAKING, B8-A8. AN INSTITUTIONAL BULLETIN, PUBLICATION SC-646 Los Angeles City Schools, Los Angeles, California; Division of Instructional Planning and Services. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 78 pages. AIM Spring 1969.


VT 006 756  HOME ECONOMICS GUIDE. GRADES 7-8 (TENTATIVE) Rochester City School District; Rochester, New York; Division of Instruction. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 92 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 006 803  SOME RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR TRAINING PROGRAMS IN HOME ECONOMICS RELATED OCCUPATIONS Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Home Economics Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 22 pages. AIM Spring 1969.
VT 007 121  PLANNING A DAILY PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN IN CENTERS; A TEACHING GUIDE. UP-GRADING PROGRAM FOR CHILD DAY-CARE CENTER PERSONNEL UNIT II. Henry, Sarah T. Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Instructional Materials Laboratory. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 65 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 122  A TRAINING PROGRAM IN GARMENT ALTERATION: A PROGRAM TO PREPARE ADULTS FOR ENTRY INTO GARMENT ALTERATION OCCUPATIONS. TEACHING MATERIALS Henry, Sarah T., Compiler. Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Instructional Materials Laboratory. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 37 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 007 123  QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON OVERHEAD PROJECTORS IN HOME ECONOMICS Henry, Sarah T. Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Instructional Materials Laboratory. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 9 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 210  HOME ECONOMICS, GRADES 7 AND 8, HIGH SCHOOL 1 AND 2 Gangloff, Victoria Borle; and others. Buffalo Public Schools; Buffalo, N.Y.; Division of Curriculum Evaluation and Development. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 196 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 467  ED 026 508 WHEN YOU GO TO WORK. A BOOK FOR THE NEEDLE TRADES Hillinger, Yvonne M. Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory; Rutgers University; 10 Seminary Place; New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903, ($2.00). New Jersey State Department of Education; Trenton, New Jersey; Division of Vocational Education; Rutgers, The State University; New Brunswick, New Jersey; Curriculum Laboratory. EDRS MF-$1.00 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. September, 1968. 204 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 520  A COURSE IN CLOTHING MANAGEMENT AND CONSTRUCTION. (HOMEMAKING Vx-67), MATERIAL FOR THE STUDENT SUPERVISED CORRESPONDENCE STUDY SERIES. Kehr, Marie Sterner; Heidtbrink, Marilyn, ed. University Extension Division; University of Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. ($3.00). Nebraska University; Lincoln, Nebraska. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 138 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 007 521  A COURSE IN CLOTHING MANAGEMENT AND CONSTRUCTION (Vx-67), MANUAL FOR THE SUPERVISOR INCLUDING FORM A TESTS. SUPERVISED CORRESPONDENCE STUDY SERIES Kehr, Marie Sterner; Heidtbrink, Marilyn, ed. University Extension Division; University of Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. ($0.50). MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 46 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 007 522  A COURSE IN GENERAL HOMEMAKING (HOMEMAKING Ix-67) MATERIAL FOR THE STUDENT. SUPERVISED CORRESPONDENCE STUDY SERIES Knaub, Patricia M.; Heidtbrink, Marilyn, ed. University Extension Division; University of Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. ($3.00). Nebraska University; Extension Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 172 pages. AIM Fall 1969.
VT 007 523  A COURSE IN GENERAL HOMEMAKING (HOMEMAKING IX-67), MANUAL FOR THE SUPERVISOR, INCLUDING FORM A TESTS, SUPERVISED CORRESPONDENCE STUDY SERIES Knaub, Patricia M.; Heidbrink, Marilyn, ed. University Extension Division; University of Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. ($0.50). MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 24 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 524  A COURSE IN FOOD AND NUTRITION (HOMEMAKING IIIx-67), MATERIAL FOR THE STUDENT, SUPERVISED CORRESPONDENCE STUDY SERIES Herbster, Corene; Heidbrink, Marilyn, ed. University Extension Division; University of Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. ($3.00). Nebraska University; Lincoln, Nebraska; University Extension Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 264 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 525  A COURSE IN FOOD AND NUTRITION (HOMEMAKING IIIx-67), MANUAL FOR SUPERVISION INCLUDING FORM A TESTS, SUPERVISED CORRESPONDENCE STUDY SERIES Herbster, Corene; Heidbrink, Marilyn, ed. University Extension Division; University of Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. ($0.50). Nebraska University; Lincoln, Nebraska; University Extension Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 30 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 526  A COURSE IN HOUSING AND HOME EQUIPMENT (HOMEMAKING VIIx-67), MATERIALS FOR THE STUDENT, SUPERVISED CORRESPONDENCE STUDY SERIES Herbster, Corene; Heidbrink, Marilyn, ed. University Extension Division; University of Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. ($3.00). Nebraska University; Lincoln, Nebraska; University Extension Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 219 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 527  A COURSE IN HOUSING AND HOME EQUIPMENT (HOMEMAKING VIIx-67), MANUAL FOR THE SUPERVISOR INCLUDING FORM A TESTS, SUPERVISED CORRESPONDENCE STUDY SERIES Herbster, Corene; Heidbrink, Marilyn, ed. University Extension Division; University of Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. ($0.50). Nebraska University; Lincoln, Nebraska; University Extension Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 33 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 528  A COURSE IN PERSONNEL AND SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS (HOMEMAKING IXx-67), MATERIAL FOR THE STUDENT, SUPERVISED CORRESPONDENCE STUDY SERIES Brown, Fern; Johnson, Irene, ed. University Extension Division; University of Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. ($3.00). Nebraska University; Lincoln, Nebraska; University Extension Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 203 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 529  A COURSE IN PERSONNEL AND SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS (HOMEMAKING IXx-67), MANUAL FOR THE SUPERVISOR INCLUDING FORM A TESTS, SUPERVISED CORRESPONDENCE STUDY SERIES Brown, Fern; Johnson, Irene, ed. University Extension Division; University of Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. ($0.50). Nebraska University; Lincoln, Nebraska; University Extension Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 35 pages. AIM Fall 1969.
VT 008 257  HOME MANAGEMENT LIBRARY  Household Finance Corporation; Prudential Plaza; Chicago, Illinois 60601. ($3.00). MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 480 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 311  ED 029 136  CONSUMER EDUCATION: A GUIDE FOR HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS  South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina. Home Economics Education Section; Clemson University; South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center. EDRS MF-$0.50 HC-$3.45. September, 1968. 67 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 393  HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND THE FAMILY  Home Economics Education; State Department of Education; 401 State House; Indianapolis, Indiana 46204. ($0.75). MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. July, 1968. 105 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 567  PROGRAM IN HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT (SEX EDUCATION)  Buffalo Public Schools; Buffalo, New York; Division of Curriculum Evaluation and Development. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 19 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 572  CONSUMERS BUYING GUIDE. HOW TO GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH  Better Business Bureau of Central Ohio, Inc.; 71 East State Street; Columbus, Ohio 43215. ($1.00). DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1969. 207 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 615  FOOD FOR SPACE FLIGHT  National Aeronautic and Space Administration; Washington, D.C.; Educational Programs Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. April 1969. 7 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 704  PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FOR VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS: HOMEMAKING JOB TRAINING  Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Home Economics Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1966. 36 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 790  PLANNING THE ADULT HOMEMAKING PROGRAM IN SOUTH CAROLINA  State Supervision of Home Economics; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201. (Free to State Supervisor of Home Economics). MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. September 1968. 29 pages. AIM Fall 1969.


VT 009 227  TRAINING PLAN OUTLINES FOR MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING ACT COURSES FOR PROFESSIONAL HOMEMAKERS, HOUSEHOLD PLANNING SPECIALISTS, HOUSEHOLD IRONING SPECIALISTS, HOUSEKEEPERS, HOME HEALTH AIDES, MAIDS, AND WARD MAIDS  Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C.; Division of Manpower Development and Training. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 87 pages. AIM Fall 1969.
VT 009 292  TRAINING PLAN AND OUTLINES FOR MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND
TRAINING ACT COURSES FOR ASSISTANT COOKS, SHORT ORDER COOKS, HOTEL
AND RESTAURANT COOKS, COOKS, KITCHEN CHEFS, PANTRYMEN, AND KITCHEN
WORKERS  Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C.; Division
of Manpower Development and Training.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.
1967.  139 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.
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